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I. Introduction
The goal of the Cambridge Public Schools’ Controlled Choice Plan is to support the school district’s
core values of academic excellence and social justice for all students by providing equal access to an
array of highly attractive, excellent quality schools, which offer students the benefits of learning
alongside and engaged with a diverse group of students.
Cambridge first implemented Controlled Choice in 1980. The most significant revision to the
Controlled Choice Plan was implemented in 2001 when the primary factor used to integrate the
schools was changed from race to socioeconomic status (SES). This change was in response to a
growing body of research showing that concentrating high numbers of students living in poverty within
individual schools has a negative impact on student achievement.
Since that time there have been many changes, updates and additions to the Controlled Choice Plan
with the most recent comprehensive review and revision to the plan being conducted during 2012 and
2013. The most striking finding of this most recent in-depth review was that the school district’s
diversity at both the district and school level has improved since 2001. Ten years after changing the
primary factor used to integrate the schools, significantly more students were attending schools with
student bodies that reflect the district’s diversity (see chart on next page).
Cambridge’s Controlled Choice Plan was found to be moving the school system steadily towards
balanced student populations in most of its elementary schools. However, not all schools were equally
well-balanced or sufficiently attractive to diverse families. The Controlled Choice Plan as presented in
the following sections of this policy document maintains the strengths of the previous policy with
modifications and additions designed to better address the current needs of the school system and the
families it serves.
This document is a compilation of many policies relating to Controlled Choice, for additional clarity
those individual policies, as voted, are in the Appendix of this document.
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II. Program Quality
A. Program Improvement
Program improvement is, and always has been, a key component of the CPS’ Controlled Choice
Plan, as continual program improvement supports the school district’s core values of academic
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excellence and social justice for all students, by providing equal access to an array of highly
attractive, excellent quality schools which offer students the benefits of learning alongside and
engaged with a diverse group of students.

In further support of these goals, the Superintendent of Schools will, starting in October 2013 and
continuing on an annual basis thereafter, work with administrators, teachers and school councils of
schools and programs that are under chosen by either socio-economic (“SES”) category, or by both
SES categories, to develop a comprehensive plan for increasing the choice rate by the underrepresented group(s). This comprehensive plan may include educational/programmatic changes or
other changes, designed to achieve socio-economic balance in those schools and programs by
making those schools more attractive to a greater number of parents/guardians.
The process for addressing this issue will be presented to the School Committee by October 2013,
and the plan for short-term changes designed to achieve socio-economic balance will be proposed
by May 2013, along with a timetable for implementation. The timetable will include at least one
initiative ready to enroll students for the 2015-2016 school year.
The Superintendent will monitor the implementation of this plan, including the effectiveness of the
new programs in accomplishing the goals of this Plan and improving educational outcomes for
students. Choice Patterns and issues of under-selection by one, or both assignment categories will
be part of the annual Controlled Choice review, as detailed in section IX below. Should these
programs not prove to be effective in accomplishing the goals of this plan, the Superintendent may
implement additional strategies to improve the program at a school. Based upon the annual review
of this plan as detailed in section VIII, the Superintendent will recommend programmatic or other
changes in future years. Notwithstanding the process above, if a particular school shows a lack of
progress in this area, the Superintendent has authority to recommend the elimination or
modification of educational programs at schools, to recommend the implementation of new
educational programs at schools or to recommend a merger or closure and to hold school leadership
accountable for improved educational programs. If the Superintendent exercises this authority, the
Superintendent will provide appropriate supports to schools to facilitate the process.
Additional strands will be added to existent schools West of Harvard Square. And further at least one
strand will be opened for September 2014, so that additional seats in highly chosen schools are available to
families as policies and plans to better balance schools are introduced. More strands will be added in future
years as space allows, including potential additional space as buildings are renovated.

B. Outreach and Retention
The Superintendent will develop administrative guidelines defining strategies to create and maintain
strong family connections and involvement in the Cambridge Public Schools beginning with the
process of choosing and registering for school.
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An effective outreach plan will include recruitment strategies designed to increase the overall
percentage of Cambridge families that chose the public schools, increase access for
parents/guardians to information and knowledge about all schools in the district and at the same
time to attract a diverse groups of students to each school.
Information must be available in a variety of ways that are accessible to all families, including but
not limited to, language translations of materials designed to inform parents/guardians, and targeted
outreach efforts to engage and inform underrepresented groups using strategies that go beyond
traditional informational meetings.
The Superintendent’s administrative guidelines also should include methods to measure and assess
the success of the various outreach and recruitment strategies used so that, if necessary, strategies
can be redesigned or new strategies implemented to maximize the effectiveness of outreach and
recruitment efforts. The School Committee will receive a yearly report from the Superintendent on
outreach and recruitment strategies and their impact upon enrollment as well as on measurements of
student retention within the school district.

III. Student Assignment Methodology
This section outlines the methodology that will be used to assign students to schools. As discussed
more fully below, this includes choice by parents/guardians, diversity factors, assignment
preferences, the process to be used to assign students to programs and/or schools.
A. Choice
Choice by parents/guardians will continue to be an important component of the Controlled Choice
Plan. In addition, the CPS will continue to encourage parents/guardians to learn about all of the
school district’s programs and schools through a variety of methods, including visiting schools and
reviewing information about the programs offered at each school, and to select, as further detailed
below the programs and/or schools that they would like their children to attend. School/program
choices will be will be processed according to how parents/guardians have ranked their choices.
B. Diversity Factors and Assignment Preferences
The CPS will use a variety of diversity factors and assignment preferences in assigning students to
schools and programs. The diversity factors and assignment preferences that the CPS will use are
discussed below, but are not necessarily discussed in the order that they will be considered in the
assignment process. The diversity factors and assignment preferences include Socioeconomic
Status, Siblings, Proximity, Special Education Status, English Language Learner Status, Gender and
Language Dominance. The CPS believes that the use of a range of diversity factors and assignment
preferences will result in a multi-faceted diversity in each school that will provide all students with
equitable educational opportunities and with improved achievement. As discussed in Section VIII,
the CPS annually will monitor the implementation of all of these diversity factors and assignment
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preferences in the assignment process to assess whether changes or adjustments need to be made in
the future.
1.
Socioeconomic Status. One of the diversity factors that CPS will use in
assigning students to schools is socioeconomic status (“SES”). The CPS has
determined that there are significant educational reasons for using SES in the student
assignment process. For example, many of the conditions accompanying poverty,
particularly extreme poverty, present significant challenges for educators in
developing high levels of achievement for students that are impacted by these
conditions in comparison to children for whom these conditions are not present.
The CPS will determine the SES status of students by using the free and reduced
price meals eligibility status of that student. The CPS has selected free and reduced
price meals as the indicator of poverty to be used because it is the most readily
available indicator.
At the time that parents/guardians complete their application form requesting the
schools that they would like their children to attend, parents/guardians will be asked
to indicate voluntarily their eligibility for free and reduced price meals by
completing a free and reduced meals application form. There will be no obligation
for any parent/guardian to release free and reduced price meals information for
assignment purposes. In addition to requesting information about whether students
are eligible for free and reduced price meals, the free and reduced meals application
will contain the following information release authorization:
VOLUNTARY INFORMATION RELEASE
The Cambridge Public Schools’ free and reduced meals officials may give information
concerning my child’s eligibility or non-eligibility for price meal benefits to the Cambridge
Public Schools Family Resource Center. The Cambridge Public Schools’ Family Resource
Center may use this information to help determine the placement for my child. I understand
that the Cambridge Public Schools’ free and reduced price meals officials will be releasing
eligibility information to the Family Resource Center from the Price Meal Benefit Form for
my child. I give up my rights to confidentiality for this purpose only. I understand that I am
not required to release this information. I understand that if I elect not to release this
information, the Cambridge Public Schools Family Resource Center will consider my child
as non-eligible for free and reduced meals when using this information to help determine the
placement for my child. I have read this release and understand its terms and sign it
voluntarily.

The goal starting for the 2015/16 school year will be for each grade in each
elementary school or program (schools/programs including students up to 5th grade)
to reflect the District wide junior kindergarten through grade 5 percentage of
students who are eligible for free and reduced price meals with no plus or minus
range used in student placement and for each grade in each upper school to reflect
the district wide grade 6 through grade 8 percentage of students who are eligible for
free and reduced price meals with no plus or minus range used in student placement.
5
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The goal for the 2014-2015 school year only is for each grade in each elementary
school or program to be within a range of plus or minus 5 percentage points of the
District wide junior kindergarten through grade 5 percentage of students who are
eligible for free and reduced price meals, and the goal for the 2014-2015 school year
only is for each grade in each upper school to be within a range of plus or minus 5
percentage points of the District wide grade 6 through grade 8 percentage of students
who are eligible for free and reduced price meals. Starting for the 2015/16 school
year and for each school year thereafter, the Superintendent, after reviewing the
composition of January applicants for kindergarten registration, will have flexibility
to propose a plus or minus percentage point range to the School Committee that is
sufficient to allow the assignment of applicants. This process will be done on an
annual basis. Further, the district will continue to utilize a range of plus or minus 10
percentage points of the district wide junior kindergarten through grade 5 percentage
of students who are eligible for free and reduced price meals as a measurement and
reporting standard for indicating the range of acceptable socio-economic balance for
elementary schools, and the district will continue to utilize a range of plus or minus
10 percentage points of the district wide grade 6 through grade 8 percentage of
students who are eligible for free and reduced price meals as a measurement and
reporting standard for indicating the range of acceptable socio-economic balance for
upper schools.1 As described more fully below, seats may be held in an individual
school based on free and reduced meals in order to achieve socio-economic diversity.
This factor will be used in assignment to all elementary schools, all upper schools,
Tobin Montessori School (which also admits 3-year-olds), and to the Special Start
Integrated classrooms (for students without disabilities).
To determine available seats within each SES category capacity will be used for
junior kindergarten and kindergarten assignment allocations. Assignment allocations
for grade 1 through grade 8 will be by enrollment in order to maximize the beneficial
effects of balanced grade level cohorts.
2.
Siblings. The CPS will continue to assign siblings to the same school when
requested by parents/guardians, to the extent that space is available and that the
assignment does not negatively affect the diversity at the school being requested.
The CPS will continue to use siblings as an assignment preference because many
parents/guardians believe that assigning siblings to the same school allows them to
be more involved in their children’s education. Sibling preference is only applicable
during the first round of the Kindergarten or 3Year Old Lottery. Sibling preference is
1 Balance at the school district’s only jk-8 school (Amigos) will be calculated separately for junior kindergarten
through grade 5 consistent with the district percentages for elementary schools and for grades 6 through 8 consistent
with the district percentages for upper schools as detailed above. For further details on the assignment of students to the
language immersion programs, See pages 15 through 16 of this Plan.
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only applicable if the applicant’s sibling will be enrolled in the school or program for
the school year being applied for.
3.
Proximity. The CPS will continue to assign students to one of the two
schools closest to where students reside only when requested by parents/guardians,
to the extent that space is available and that the assignment does not negatively affect
the diversity at the school being requested. The only exceptions to the use of
proximity as an assignment preference will be the Amigos School (k-8), the Ola
program at the King Open School, the Chinese Immersion Program at the Martin
Luther King School and the Tobin Montessori School, which starts with students
entering at the age of three; the Fletcher/Maynard Scholar College Preschool
Program will also not use proximity, however proximity will be a factor for entering
the Fletcher/Maynard Academy for junior kindergarten or kindergarten. The CPS
will continue to use proximity as an assignment preference because some
parents/guardians believe that they are more likely to be involved at the school their
child attends if the child attends a school near their home. Proximity preference is
only applicable during the first round of the Kindergarten Lottery.
4.
Special Education Status. The CPS has determined that there are educational
reasons for considering special education status as a diversity factor. For example,
CPS wants to make sure that special education students have equitable access to all
schools in CPS, to the extent that the needs of special education students can be
accommodated at a particular school. In addition, if there are large numbers of
special education students in a school, the special education students will not have
the same opportunity to be mainstreamed with students who have not been identified
as in need of special education services. The goal is to have the percentage of
special education students in each school approximate the percentage of special
education students in the CPS. The CPS will not initially use Special Education
Status as a diversity factor, but will monitor this diversity factor to determine
whether it needs to be incorporated in the future into the student assignment process.
5.
English Language Learner Status. The CPS has determined that there are
educational reasons for considering English Language Learner (ELL) status as a
diversity factor. For example, in addition to specific language acquisition strategies,
ELL students benefit from, and need interaction with, students who are native
speakers of English as part of the language acquisition process. The goal is to have
the percentage of ELL students in each school approximate the percentage of ELL
students in the CPS, except for those CPS schools with two-way immersion
programs. It is anticipated that the schools with two-way immersion programs
and/or Sheltered English Immersion (SEI) programs may exceed the District-wide
percentages of ELL students. The CPS will not initially use ELL status as a diversity
factor, but will monitor this diversity factor to determine whether it needs to be
incorporated in the future into the student assignment process.
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6.
Gender. The CPS has determined that there are educational reasons for
considering gender as a diversity factor. For example, students benefit from, and
need interaction with, students of different genders as part of the educational process.
The goal is to have the percentage of students in each school by gender approximate
the percentage of students by gender in the CPS. After monitoring this diversity
factor, the CPS has determined that gender is not a factor used in junior kindergarten
or kindergarten placement. For grades one through eight gender will be considered
within an acceptable balance when neither gender exceeds sixty percent (60%) of
enrollment in that grade at that school. When a grade level is over sixty percent
(60%) of one gender, and there are open seats, children from the underrepresented
gender will be allowed to enter ahead of other applying or waitlisted students until
neither gender exceeds sixty percent (60%). If there are not children of the
underrepresented gender applying or waitlisted, children from the overrepresented
gender will be admitted.
7.
Language Dominance. For entrance into an immersion school or program
CPS has determined that there are educational reasons to assign students that qualify
as dominant in the school or program’s language or as bilingual to the extent that
space is available and that the assignment does not negatively affect the diversity at
the school or program being requested.

IV. Process for Student Assignment
The CPS Family Resource Center will continue to be responsible for coordinating, administering
and monitoring all aspects of the assignment process.
Students are eligible to participate in CPS School Assignment Lotteries as follows:
•

•
•
•
•

Children who will turn 3 years old on or before August 31 of the following year may apply
during the October 3-Year-Old Programs Lottery for a seat in a CPS program serving 3 and
4 year olds under the eligibility age for junior kindergarten. These programs have a limited
number of seats and placement is not guaranteed.
Children who will turn 4 years old on or before March 31 will be placed in junior
kindergarten and may register during the January Kindergarten Lottery. The children will
then attend kindergarten the following year without reapplying.
Children who will turn 5 years old on or before August 31 will be placed in kindergarten and
may register during the January Kindergarten Lottery.
If parents/guardians accept a lottery placement for a school or program that will continue
through grade 5 or grade 8, they cannot re-enter a future Kindergarten Lottery for the same
child.
Lotteries for a very limited number of open seats will be held for students about to enter
seventh or eighth grade, see section D below.
8
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A. Procedure for Assignment to 3-Year-Old Programs
A lottery will held for the very limited number of seats available in the CPS programs serving
students between the ages of 3 years old and eligibility for junior kindergarten (4years and 5 months
old). There is no guarantee of admission to a 3-year-old program. Enrollment for this lottery will be
held during the month of October. Currently the district has three programs serving students this
young: Fletcher Maynard Scholar College, Special Start Classrooms, and Tobin Montessori School.
Parents/guardians will be allowed to rank order their choice of 1, 2, or all 3 programs. Each of these
programs will allocate available seats in two categories (a) students eligible for free and reduced
price meals based on federal eligibility standards; and (b) students not eligible for free and reduced
price meals. Current students who will be continuing in one of the programs for the next year and
students assigned to the Special Start Classrooms based upon placement through an individualized
education plan will be will be subtracted from the available seats and the remaining seats will be
assigned through a computer program. A waitlist will be maintained for all three programs, for one
school year. Families of children who are not admitted at the age of 3 years old may apply for a 4year-old seat as long as the child will not be eligible for Junior Kindergarten.
For the Tobin Montessori School the assignment methodology incorporates choice by
parents/guardians and the same diversity factors and assignment preferences used for junior
kindergarten and kindergarten as described in section III above.
For the Fletcher/Maynard Scholar College the assignment methodology incorporates choice by
parents/guardians and the following assignment preferences: highest priority to alumni of the Full
Circle Baby U Program offered at the FMA and then lower priority to both alumni of any other
Cambridge Baby U cohort or to children with siblings enrolled at FMA. Having multiple priorities
increases the child’s assignment priority.
For Special Start Integrated Classrooms the assignment methodology incorporates choice by
parents/guardians. The SES status, gender and age of typical learners will be used in creating the
integrated classrooms.
B. Junior Kindergarten and Kindergarten Assignment Process
CPS will require families registering for junior kindergarten and kindergarten to select three schools
that they would like their children to attend, and to classify their choices as "First Choice," "Second
Choice" and "Third Choice.” All parents/guardians entering the kindergarten registration process
will be notified of the importance of selecting three choices and of the potential negative effects of
not doing so. Further, all parents/guardians not making three choices as part of the kindergarten
registration process will be requested to sign a form acknowledging that they understand that such a
decision may have a negative impact on their waitlist position.
1. Registration Process
Two lotteries will be held for junior kindergarten and kindergarten. One with registrations
received during the month of January and the second for students registering between the
9
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start of February and the announcement of the January lottery results. Families will be
notified that they will have the greatest chance of receiving one of their choices if they
register during the first registration cycle, held in January of each year. Families will also be
notified that those registering during the second cycle or later will be less likely to receive
placement in one of their school/program choices.
Following the second cycle, registering families will be notified of schools where there are
remaining openings in their SES category and must choose an assignment where there is an
open seat. Families may additionally request to be placed on up to three waitlists at that
time.
2. Procedures for Assignment of Junior Kindergarten and Kindergarten Students.
CPS will determine the number of seats available for junior kindergarten and kindergarten
students as follows:
The total number of junior kindergarten and kindergarten seats combined will be determined
based on the number of budgeted classrooms and class size policies;
The total number of seats will be divided into two socio-economic categories based on the
October district-wide percentages of JK-5th grade students as follows:
a) students eligible for free and reduced price meals based on federal eligibility
standards; and
b) students not eligible for free and reduced price meals;
Current year junior kindergarten students and kindergarten appeals students, both of whom
will be continuing in kindergarten in the next year, will be subtracted from the seats in each
category. Students admitted to a school/program for either the kindergarten or junior
kindergarten grade level cannot exceed the percentages as calculated above for each SES
category.
As detailed above in section III, B (1), after reviewing the composition of the January
applicants for kindergarten, the Superintendent will have the flexibility to propose to the
School Committee a plus or minus percentage point range that is sufficient to allow the
assignment of applicants.
3. Procedures for Assignment of Junior Kindergarten and Kindergarten Students in
First Registration Cycle
a.

The CPS will determine the total number of seats available for junior
kindergarten (JK) and kindergarten (K) students as follows:
i.

The total number of available JK and K seats will be determined
based on budgeted classrooms and class size policies;
10
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ii.

The total available seats will be sub-divided into two socio-economic
categories based on the October District-wide JK-5th grade
percentages of:
a) students eligible for free and reduced price meals based on federal
eligibility standards; and
b) students not eligible for free and reduced price meals;

b.

iii.

If approved by the School Committee, the plus or minus percentage
point range, discussed in Section III.B(i) of the Plan, will be applied
to each category (free and reduced price meals and non-free and
reduced price meals); for the year 2014/15 only, this percentage point
range has been set at 5%.

iv.

Current year junior kindergarten students and kindergarten appeals
students, both of whom will be continuing in kindergarten in the next
year, will be subtracted from the available seats determined in
subsection ii. above and the remaining seats are used for the process
described in subsection b. below.

The CPS will use a computer program to assign all students in the First
Registration Cycle. The computer program will use the process described
below:
i

The computer will assign each applicant a random number.

ii

First choices for all schools will be processed first, followed by
second choices and then third choices;

iii

Preference points will be added to applicant’s random numbers for
students whose parents/guardians have indicated that they want such
preferences and if the student qualifies for such preferences for their
first choice school. Preference points are school/program specific.
Applicants with preferences are placed in schools/programs provided
that seats are available within the free and reduced and non-free and
reduced range described in subsection 1.a. above. Section III. B.
above defines assignment preferences.
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a.
Sibling preference will add two million points to an
applicant’s random number.
b.
Proximity preference will add one million points to an
applicant’s random number.
c.
Language dominance preferences will be applied for
immersion schools and programs. This preference will add one
million points to an applicant’s random number.
iv.

Assignment order is based on each applicant’s randomly computer
generated number plus applicable preference points. Students will
then be assigned through an appropriate computer algorithm within
the constraints of the existing socioeconomic diversity goals in place
at the time of the lottery, provided that seats are available in the free
and reduced price meals and non-free and reduced price meals
categories. Seats will be held, if necessary, in the individual school or
program based on free and reduced meals status in order to achieve
socioeconomic diversity.

v.

Students not assigned to their first choice school/program will be
processed by the computer using the steps above for their second
choice school/program; students not assigned to their first or second
choice school/program will be processed by the computer using the
steps above for their third choice.

vi.

If students cannot be assigned through the above process without
exceeding the diversity goals of SES in a school, then the students
will be, after consultation with parent/guardians if possible, assigned
to schools with seats available in the appropriate SES category.

vii

Students not placed in their first choice school will be put on waitlists
for schools/programs that their families ranked higher than the
school/program in which they are placed.

viii

Twins/qualifying siblings entering the JK/K lottery starting in the
same school year are placed together, if requested by the parents.
Qualifying siblings are defined as any sibling in the same grade
requesting the same school.
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4. Procedure for Assignment of Students in the Second and All Subsequent
Registration Cycles
a.

b.

c.

Prior to processing applications received for the second registration cycle, the
junior kindergarten/kindergarten wait list will be reviewed and, if a seat is
available, an offer will be made in accordance with the procedures set forth in
this Plan.
Once any assignments have been made from the waiting list, the second
lottery will be held for students that register between February 1st and the
date of the assignment of applicants from the January lottery. The second
lottery will use the computer program described above to assign all students
in the second registration cycle in accordance with the process described for
the first registration cycle, taking into account all students previously
assigned and the remaining available seats. Preference points are only added
for the first round lottery and will not be applied in this round, except for
language dominance points which remain in use until a grade level reaches
50% program language or bilingual students.
If parents/guardians accept a lottery placement, including three and four year
olds at Tobin Montessori and the Fletcher Maynard Academy Wrap Around
Zone Scholar College, they cannot re-enter a future kindergarten lottery
registration cycle process. The one exception to this would be if the child
withdraws from one of these above two preschool programs by October 1st of
their first year in school.

5. Registrations Received After the Second Cycle and Prior to the New School Year
Following this process, new applicants will be assigned to a school their family chooses on a
first come, first served basis, taking into account all students previously assigned and the
remaining available seats. Families will be informed of seats available and be allowed to
choose any seat available following established socioeconomic diversity goals in this Plan.
Families can, if they wish, place their child’s name on up to three waitlists.
6. Maximum Assignment Capacity
When enrolling students for kindergarten and/or junior kindergarten, each school or program
will admit no more students per grade level than the number of seats that the school or
program has in its first grade classrooms. Once the number of students admitted to
kindergarten or junior kindergarten reaches the number of seats in that school’s or that
program’s first grade, only children from the other grade level will be admitted. In other
words, if there is a school or program with two first grades with a capacity of no more than a
total of fifty (50) students, then assignment of students to junior kindergarten would not
exceed 50 and the assignment of students to kindergarten would not exceed 50. In a
situation where the maximum capacity of kindergarten or junior kindergarten students have
been assigned to a school and a vacancy occurs the first student on the waitlist shall be
13
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assigned unless his/her assignment brings the kindergarten or the junior kindergarten
enrollment over the maximum capacity number of the school’s first grade. If the assignment
of the first child from the waitlist would result in a grade level enrollment number greater
than the first grade capacity, the Family Resource Center shall move down the waitlist until
a child in the other grade is reached or leave the seat open. The established socio-economic
diversity goals of this Plan will be applied the kindergarten and to the junior kindergarten
grade levels separately.
7. Junior Kindergarten/Kindergarten Waiting List
a. If the District is not able to accommodate any of the parents/guardians’ three
choices, then the Family Resource Center will assign the student to another school
where seats are available, consistent with the diversity factors in this Plan and in
consultation with the parents/guardians.
The Family Resource Center will facilitate parents/guardians contacting and/or
visiting the schools with available seats, to support parents/guardians in making a
decision. Parents/guardians will have the option of requesting assignment to any of
the schools that the Family Resource Center has identified as having a seat available.
If the parents/guardians do not state a preference among the schools identified by the
Family Resource Center, then the Family Resource Center will assign the student to
a school where seats are available, consistent with the diversity factors of this Plan.
b. Children who apply in the first registration cycle for junior kindergarten or
kindergarten, who do not receive any of their choices will be placed at the top of the
waiting list for those schools or programs. This means that students who are not
assigned to one of the parents/guardians’ three choices will be given priority
placement on such waiting lists over students who have been assigned to one of their
three choices.
c. Children who apply in the first registration cycle for junior kindergarten or
kindergarten, who receive their parents/guardians’ second or third choice will be
placed automatically on the waiting list for any of the choices that are higher than the
one to which the child was assigned.
d. Children who apply in the second registration cycle for junior kindergarten or
kindergarten, who receive their parents/guardians’ second or third choice will be
placed automatically on the waiting list for any of the choices that are higher than the
one to which the child was assigned. Children receiving none of their three choices
in the second registration cycle will be placed on the waitlist for all three choices, but
not prioritized. Waitlisted children from the second registration cycle are on the
waitlist behind waitlisted children from the first registration cycle and children
renewing their waitlist position (see e. below).
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e. Students who remain on a kindergarten waitlist for a second year (junior
kindergarteners who renew their waitlist position for their kindergarten year) will be
placed after the new first round lottery applicants and before the new second round
lottery applicants.
f. If parents/guardians wish their child to be placed on a waiting list for a school other
than their three choices, they may request to be placed on that waiting list and
request to be removed from a wait list they designate. Their wait list position for the
new wait list will be based on the date of this request. A student cannot be on more
than three waitlists at any time.
g. If parents/guardians are offered a seat for their child to attend the school for which
their child is on the waiting list they may defer twice during the school year
maintaining their waitlist position. If a seat is offered during the summer it cannot
be deferred, and if the family does not accept the transfer their child's name will be
removed from the waiting list for that school.
h. Students will be allowed to transfer between schools/programs until the December
school vacation. Transfers will than resume over the summer so students can start in
their new school in September
i. All waiting lists will expire by March 1 of each school year. If a parent/guardian
wishes to have their child remain on the wait list and retain their place on the wait
list, they must notify the Family Resource Center in writing by no later than March 1
of each school year. This may be done for up to three schools. Requests to continue
on the wait lists received by the Family Resource Center after March 1 of each
school year will be treated on a first come, first serve basis, and will be placed after
those already on the wait list.
8. Special Education Placements
Except as described below, the CPS shall assign special education students in accordance
with the process and procedures described above for assigning non-special education
students. To assist the Family Resource Center in making assignments for special education
students, the Office of Student Services will provide the Family Resource Center with
information on special education programs, levels of inclusion and specialized services that
are available in each school.
If the Office of Student Services determines that a special education student’s needs may not
be addressed by using the process for assigning non-special education students, the Office
for Student Services will convene an Individual Education Program (“IEP”) “planning
meeting” with the parents/guardians and appropriate School Department personnel. At this
meeting, parents/guardians will have an opportunity to discuss their child’s documented
needs and to review the current programs, levels of inclusion and specialized services that
are available at each school. The final determination of the services/support/program for the
child will take place at the IEP “planning meeting,” and the Family Resource Center will
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assign the child to one of the schools requested by the parents/guardians if the IEP Team
determines that one of the schools requested by parents/guardians has adequate existing
resources to meet the student’s identified IEP needs and/or additional resources can be
provided at one of those schools to meet the student’s IEP needs. In the event that the
student requires a specialized program that is not available in one of the schools requested
by parents/guardians, then the Office of Student Services will designate a school to which
the student will be assigned that will meet the student’s IEP.
9. Language Immersion Programs
The CPS will assign students whose parents/guardians list any of the school
districts language immersion programs as one of their choices according to
the following guidelines:
i.

For the school year 2014-2015 and thereafter, the following policy
will be applied across all junior kindergarten/kindergarten students as
it is in other schools within the district.
Students whose parents/guardians choose an immersion program or
school in accordance with this Plan will be assigned in the following
manner:
Kindergarten/junior kindergarten assignments for the immersion
school and programs will provide assignment priority to students who
qualify as either program language dominant or bilingual while
controlling for socio-economic status.
a. Priority will be given to students who qualify as program
language dominant or bilingual. This priority will be equal to the
proximity preference offered to the other schools within the
school district.
b. The SES balance of the grade level must follow the Controlled
Choice Policy of the Cambridge Public Schools as then in effect.
c. The waitlist policy for junior kindergarten/kindergarten cohorts
starting in school year 2013-2014 and continuing thereafter will
reflect the assignment policy set forth above and provide
assignment priority to students who speak the program language
until 50% of the enrolled students are program language/bilingual
students at which point the waitlist will return to the order
followed by other district schools.
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d. Additionally, for language immersion programs within a school
(Mandarin Immersion at the Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. School
and Ola at the King Open School):
(1) Students who have a sibling within either the immersion or the
regular program will have priority to both programs
(2) Junior kindergarten students will be offered the opportunity to
move between the school’s immersion and regular programs
for their kindergarten year, prior to the Kindergarten lottery.
Program to program transfers must follow the Controlled
Choice Policy as then in effect.
ii.

For the grades levels in the immersion schools and programs that
were admitted before the January 2013 lottery, open seats will be
filled from the waitlists giving priority to program language dominant
or bilingual students. Each grade’s SES balance on October 1st of
2012 will be maintained as a baseline and each grade will admit
students that do not cause that grade to vary further from the district’s
policy of SES balance. Further, for higher grade levels, each
school/program may have requirements in language proficiency
designed to facilitate success for students entering an immersion
program.

iii.

Starting at the fourth grade level students that are tested as program
language dominant or bilingual may be admitted to immersion
programs without consideration of SES balance; if multiple such
children apply those meeting SES balance criteria will be prioritized,
and that this addition to the Controlled Choice Policy be reviewed
again in October, 2015.

C. Registration & Assignment Process for Grades 1-5
Students in grades one through five who are being enrolled in the District for the first time prior
to the start of a new school year or for the first time during the school year will be assigned on a
first come, first served basis to schools where there are seats available and there are no students
on an existing wait list who meet the assignment criteria, provided the assignment does not
negatively affect the diversity of the grade level of the school being requested.
Families may choose to identify and prioritize three choices on their school application.
However, since seats may not be available at their chosen schools, the Family Resource Center
will work with families to identify open seats, and families may choose which school
assignment to accept from schools where there are seats available. Parents/guardians may accept
a school assignment, and may also request that their child be placed on up to 3 waitlists for
grades JK-5.
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i.

Waitlists for grades 1- 5
a. Parents/guardians may request to be placed on up to 3 waitlists for grades 1-5
b. Parents/guardians may change the schools/program their child is waitlisted for by
requesting a different choice and requesting to be removed from a waitlist they
designate. Their wait list position(s) for the new wait list(s) will be based on the
date of this request.
c. Students will be allowed to transfer between schools/programs until the
December school vacation. Transfers will than resume over the summer so
students can start in their new school in September.
d. If parents/guardians are offered a seat for their child to attend the school for
which their child is on the waitlist they may defer twice during the school year
and maintain their waitlist position. If a seat is offered during the summer it
cannot be deferred, if the family does not accept the transfer they are removed
from the waitlist.
e. All waiting lists will expire by March 1 of each school year. If a parent/guardian
wishes to have their child remain on the wait list and retain their place on the
wait list, they must notify the Family Resource Center in writing by no later than
March 1 of each school year. This may be done for up to three schools. Requests
to continue on the wait lists received by the Family Resource Center after March
1 of each school year will be treated on a first come, first serve basis, and will be
placed after those already on the wait list.
f. Waitlists for schools ending at Grade 5 will expire on the date transfers end for
the Grade 5 year.
g. Students who are ready to mainstream from Special Education Substantially
Separate classrooms or English Language Learner classrooms will be offered
available seats in the school where their program is located before seats will be
offered to new students entering the school district or to transfer students,
provided the assignment does not negatively affect the diversity of the grade
level of the school.

D. Registration & Assignment Process for Grades 6-8
Each elementary school will send students together as a cohort to a designated upper school for
Grade 6.
Students who are ready to mainstream from special education substantially separate classrooms
or English Language Learner classrooms will be offered available seats at the dyad or triad
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where their program is located before seats will be offered to new students entering the school
district or to transfer students.
There is no 6th grade lottery, new to district 6th graders will be enrolled on a first-come, firstserve basis to schools where there are seats available, provided the assignment does not
negatively affect the diversity of the grade level of the school being requested. If assignment of
a student will result in the Upper School grade level limit of 88 students being exceeded, then
the student will be placed in the requested grade at the Upper School with the lowest enrollment
for that grade level, where there are seats available and the assignment does not negatively
affect the diversity of the grade level of the school.
Students, new to the district, who are being enrolled for Grade 7 or Grade 8 during the school
year will be assigned on a first come, first served basis to schools where there are seats
available, provided the assignment does not negatively affect the diversity of the grade level of
the school being requested. Students, new to the district, who are being enrolled for Grade 7 or
Grade 8 registering prior to the end of May may participate in the Upper School Lottery.
Upper School Lottery for 7th and 8th Grade
The Superintendent will determine, on April 1st of each year, how many seats will be available
within SES balance, with the target of 88 students 2 for each upcoming 7th and 8th grade. If seats
are available at that time, parents/guardians of current 6th and 7th grade students will have the
month of May to sign up for a lottery of those seats. Assignments will be made by early July, in
order to assist parents/guardians and students to enroll in a timely manner, while providing
sufficient time to enroll new students entering the district to the upper schools to a max capacity
of 100 seats per grade. Families will be notified of the results of this lottery during the month of
July.
Students in grades 6 through eight who are being enrolled in the District for the first time after
the summer Upper School Lottery and those new to district students not placed in that lottery,
will be assigned on a first-come, first-serve basis to schools where there are seats available,
provided the assignment does not negatively affect the diversity of the grade level of the school
being requested. If assignment of a student will result in the Upper School grade level limit of
88 students being exceeded, then the student will be placed in the requested grade at the Upper
School with the lowest enrollment for that grade level, where there are seats available and the
assignment does not negatively affect the diversity of the grade level of the school.
2 To enable upper school grade level cohorts to reach the Innovation Agenda target of 88 students
per grade (in grades 6 through 8), with a cap of 100 students per grade for an upper school and 50
students per grade (in grades 6 through 8) for the Amigos School, enrollment will be controlled
across the junior kindergarten through fifth grade of each of elementary schools feeding into an
Upper School. The yearly Controlled Choice review will include five year enrollment projections
for the Upper Schools.
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V. Transfer Process
A. Process for Transfers and Waiting Lists for Grades JK-5
The Family Resource Center will maintain a wait list for students wishing to transfer schools for
Grades JK-5, including Amigos and Ola’s Grades JK-5.
1. Request for a mid-year transfer or to be placed on a waiting list for next school
year. Parents/guardians of a child in junior kindergarten through grade five may
request that their child transfer from his or her assigned school to another school
in the Cambridge Public Schools.
2.

There is one waitlist for each grade in each school or program. This waitlist
includes students waiting for mid-year transfers (September – December),
students requesting to transfer over the summer school vacation and for children
entering the school system.

3.

If a place is offered for the start of a new school year it may not be deferred. If
not accepted the student’s name is removed from the waitlist. If
parents/guardians are offered a transfer to another school during the school year
and reject that offer, they will remain at the top of the waitlist for that school.
After the end of that school year, if the parents/guardians do not accept a second
transfer offer to that school, then the child’s name is placed on the bottom of the
waitlist for that school unless the transfer is offered during the same school year
as the first transfer offer.

4.

The Parent /guardian, of a child residing in the City of Cambridge in junior
kindergarten through grade 5 who does not currently attend Cambridge Public
Schools, also may request that his or her child’s name be placed on a waitlist for
a school for the next school year by filing an application with the Family
Resource Center. To make a request for a transfer for their child or for their
child’s name to be placed on the waiting list for a school for the next school
year, parents/guardians must come to the Family Resource Center and file a
request. The child’s name will be placed on a waiting list for a school for the
next school year. Parents/guardians may request that their child’s name be
placed on up to three wait lists at any one time.

5.

All transferring between schools ends (with the exception of hardship transfers
see VI below) on the last day of school before the December break of each
school year.

6.

Fifth grade waitlists expire on the last day of school before the December break
of each school year.

7.

Waitlists for JK – 4th grade expire on March 1st of each year. If a parent/
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guardian wishes to have their child remain on the wait list and retain their
position on that waitlist, they must notify the Family Resource Center in writing
by no later than March 1 of each school year. This may be done for up to three
schools. Requests to continue on the wait lists received by the Family Resource
Center after March 1 of each school year will be treated on a first come, first
serve basis, and will be placed after those already on the wait list.
8.

If a transfer request is granted and accepted, parents/guardians may not request
another transfer for their child for that school year.

9.

Timeline for Responding to a Transfer Request. If a transfer request is granted,
parents/guardians must notify the Family Resource Center within two business
days if they are accepting the transfer for their child for that school year.
Parents/guardians of twins/qualifying siblings have a period of ten calendar days
to deny or accept a transfer when only one of the twins/qualifying siblings is
offered a transfer opportunity. Qualifying siblings are defined as any sibling in
the same grade at the same school.

11. ELL and Special Education Students. When ELL students are placed in a
sheltered English immersion program or a special education student is placed in
substantially separate classroom and there has been a recommendation that the
student now enter a general education classroom, the student’s name will
automatically be placed at the top of the waitlist at the school in which he/she
currently attends either the sheltered English immersion program or
substantially separate classroom. If the student is ready to enter a general
education classroom and a seat at the student’s grade level is available and the
Controlled Choice requirements are met, the child will be placed in that seat. If
a seat is not available, the child will receive an assignment to a school where
space is available but will remain on the waitlist in the same position for the
school that they had attended for either the sheltered English immersion
program or substantially separate program. This is not intended to replace a
parent/guardian’s ability to place their child’s name on up to three waitlists of
their own school choices.
12. To enable upper school grade level cohorts to reach the Innovation Agenda
target of 88 students per grade in grades 6 through 8, with a cap of 100 students
per grade, enrollment will be controlled across the junior kindergarten through
fifth grade of each of elementary schools feeding into an Upper School. This
means that when a student leaves a JK-5th grade classroom, program or school
the seat they leave will not necessarily be considered available to be filled with
another student from a waitlist or a student new to the district.
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B. Upper Schools & Upper School Programs Transfer and New Student Enrollment
Process
1. Grade 6
Each Elementary School will send students together as a cohort to a designated Upper School for
Grade 6. Students cannot transfer or choose a different Upper School for their Grade 6
Assignment.
Grades 7-8
The Superintendent will determine, on April 1st of each year, how many seats will be available at
each Upper School within SES balance, with the target of 88 students3 for each upcoming 7th and
8th grade cohort. A seat will be considered open if a grade level is below 88 students. If seats
are available at that time, parents/guardians of current 6th and 7th grade students will have the
month of May to sign up for a lottery for those seats. Assignments will be made by early July, in
order to assist parents/guardians and students to enroll in a timely manner, while providing
sufficient time to enroll new Upper School students entering the district during the summer
months, to a maximum capacity of 100 seats per grade per Upper School and 50 seats per grade
in the Amigos School.
Students in the lottery who do not receive a school they choose will be notified that they are
automatically enrolled in a second lottery that will take place in late September. The second
lottery will be for any open seats including those held for the first 10 days of school when
students have failed to notify CPS that they have moved out of the school district or enrolled in
another school not within the school district. A seat will be considered open if a grade level is
below 88 students. The entering students will be assigned to schools consistent with established
socio-economic diversity goals of this Plan. Students not placed in the second lottery will be
given priority in the lottery for the following year, if the parent/guardian renews the student’s
place in the lottery pool by February 1st.
Any student signing up after May 31st for a transfer will be placed in the pool for the second
lottery in late September.
There are no waitlists for 6th-8th grade.

2. Upper School Placement for Students new to the district.
New students enrolling for seventh or eighth grade that register before the end of May
will be included in the first lottery, described above. Students new to CPS not assigned
in the early summer lottery will be enrolled in the order in which they apply. New
students may choose any Upper School if the enrollment for their grade level is under 88
and they will not adversely affect that grade’s SES balance. If the student cannot be
placed within SES balance, in an Upper School grade level of up to 88 students then the
3 To enable upper school grade level cohorts to reach the Innovation Agenda target of 88 students per grade (in grades
6 through 8), with a cap of 100 students per grade, enrollment will be controlled across the junior kindergarten through
fifth grade of each of elementary schools feeding into an Upper School. The yearly Controlled Choice review will
include five year enrollment projections for the Upper Schools.
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student will be placed in the requested grade at the Upper School with the lowest
enrollment for that grade level. All assignments will be by SES and may not exceed the
contractual limit of 100 per grade for an upper school or 50 per grade for Amigos.

VI. Hardship Appeals
A. Filing a Hardship Appeal
Parents/guardians of a child who can show that the assignment to the school will cause a hardship may
appeal the assignment. Parents/guardians additionally, may file a hardship appeal if, when enrolling multiple
siblings, on the same date, for the same grade range (JK–5th grade or 6th-8th grade) find the siblings cannot be
admitted together to any school in the district.

Hardships:
•
are only granted when it is shown that:
o
(i) the transfer is necessary for the physical or emotional safety of the student; and
o
(ii) the transfer is
for the direct benefit of the student.
The Superintendent will develop guidelines to be used to determine under what conditions a
Hardship Appeal will be granted. These guidelines will include specific information about what
types of documentation may be presented at a hardship hearing. The guidelines will be available in
print and online.
Hardship appeal hearings will not be granted if the stated grounds of the appeal are one or more of
the following:
•
convenience of the parent/guardian
•
attempt to gain admission to a specific school; and/or
•
attempt to override the assignment process set forth in this Plan.
Parents/guardians who want to appeal an assignment or a denial of a transfer must complete the
hardship appeal form. This form requires the parents/guardians to explain and provide
documentation to show the hardship, as defined above. Guidelines for completing the form along
with a copy of the form will be posted on the school district’s website and available in print form at
the Family Resource Center. The parents/guardians must submit the completed form, with
appropriate documentation, to the Family Resource Center.
The Director of the Family Resource Center will review the form and the documentation for
completeness and may consult with the parents/guardians or other individuals if further clarification
is needed. The Family Resource Center shall submit the completed appeal form and other
appropriate documentation to the Hardship Appeals Board, which consists of three hearing officers
designated by the Superintendent of Schools to hear hardship appeals.
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B. Hardship Appeals Board Process

The Hardship Appeals Board will schedule the appeal hearing within six weeks of the date that the
hardship appeal is initially received and will issue a written decision, consistent with hardship
guidelines, to the family with respect to the outcome of the appeal.
The Hardship Appeals Board will review the information submitted to it by the Family Resource
Center and will consider any other information provided during the course of the hardship appeal
hearing. Using the definition of hardship defined above, the Hardship Appeals Board will
determine whether the appeal should be denied or granted. The Hardship Appeals Board will make
every effort to issue its written decision to the family within ten school days of hearing the appeal.
If the hardship appeal is granted, a designee of the Superintendent will work with the student’s
family to find an appropriate, safe school for the student involved. The timing of the hardship
transfer will be chosen to maximize the educational benefit for the student. If the hardship appeal is
not granted, the decision letter will include a brief explanation as to the reason for the decision and,
wherever possible, a recommendation of other routes to meeting the student’s needs will be
addressed in the letter.
C. Review by the Superintendent
If a family is not satisfied with the decision of the Hardship Appeals Board they may, within 10
calendar days of receipt of the decision file a written request for review with the Superintendent of
Schools. The written request for review shall state the specific facts and reasons why the family
believes that the decision of the Hardship Appeals Board should be overturned. The Superintendent
or designee shall schedule a review meeting within ten school days of receipt of the request. The
Superintendent or designee will notify the parents/guardians in writing regarding the decision as to
whether the appeal was granted or denied within five school days of the review meeting. The
decision of the Superintendent or designee is final.
D. Annual Report to School Committee on Hardship Appeal Statistics
Records will be maintained of all hardship appeals requested and heard. On an annual basis, the
Superintendent shall provide the School Committee with a report that contains, in the aggregate, the
grade level, ethnicity, SES status, school attended when hardship appeal filed, reason for the
hardship appeal, requested relief, and whether hardship appeal was granted or denied. The report
will not contain disaggregated data and will not contain any data that even in the aggregate would
reveal the identity of any student and/or their family and the report will be prepared in such a way
that the student record information and privacy of families and students who have sought hardship
appeals is preserved.
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VII. Sabbatical Leave for Families
The Cambridge Public Schools fully supports a family’s desire to remain united during a sabbatical
leave and recognizes the intrinsic educational value of the experiences provided by such a leave.
For details see the Appendix.

VIII. Enrollment Monitoring
Controlled Choice requires that enrollments at individual schools be monitored and managed.
Students cannot be placed at schools where there are no available seats. In this way, enrollment
monitoring and management is fundamental to Controlled Choice.
To enable upper school grade level cohorts to reach the Innovation Agenda target of 88 students per
grade, with a cap of 100 students per grade, enrollment will be controlled in the feeding JK-5th
grade schools and the Tobin Montessori School. The yearly Controlled Choice review will include
5-Year enrollment projections for the Upper Schools.
District seat capacity will be closely monitored and maintained in alignment with enrollment trends
and classroom capacity will be adjusted, as needed, based upon available space and enrollment
trends.

IX. Annual Review
The Superintendent shall review annually the implementation of the Controlled Choice Plan. This
review shall include:
•

analyzing the applicant pools and enrollments for all schools with respect to each diversity
factor and assignment preference;

•

review of effectiveness of program improvement in attracting an SES balanced student body
to each school or program

•

assessing the impact of each of the diversity factors on student achievement;

•

assessing the success of the Plan in ensuring equitable access to programs and schools for all
students and providing all students the opportunity to attend school with students of diverse
backgrounds;

•

evaluating the effectiveness of recruitment strategies implemented to attract diverse
applicant pools to all schools, and considering other diversity factors that may be used to
support the goals of the Plan.; and
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•

five-year enrollment projections for the upper schools.

If based on this review, the Superintendent determines that administrative changes are necessary,
the Superintendent will make appropriate administrative changes to the Controlled Choice Plan and
will notify the Cambridge School Committee of the changes.
The Superintendent shall make a recommendation to the School Committee no later than the first
regular School Committee meeting in November of the school year in question regarding the
socioeconomic diversity goals and how to proceed on implementation of the Plan for the following
school year. The School Committee will vote on the Superintendent’s recommendation no later
than the first regular school meeting in December.
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